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P situated in its plane at a small distance £ from the centre is Z= [Use the formula ^=0J"^/r.]
Ex. 2.   Prove that the potential of a thin lamellar shell whose rim is a circle of radius a at a point P distant f from the plane and at a small distance £ from the
axis is                           F=2
where v2=&2+£"2.   Prove also that the component forces at P are
It is evident from the symmetry of the figure on each side of the plane ijf that the
potential can contain only even powers of £. .The expression for V is therefore                           \ 'jl'/j<.
correct up to the cubes of the small quantity £. •                                                                              }j \\$
Ex. 3.   Prove that the mutual potential energy W of a thin circular lamellar shell and a small magnet whose centre G is on the axis of the circle is
where a is the radius of the shell, h, I the distances of C from the centre and rim of the shell respectively, p the half-length of the magnet, 6 the inclination of its axis to the plane of the shell, and M its moment.
If the magnet C be placed on the axis of the shell at a distance from its plane equal to half the radius, the terms of the order p2 are zero. It follows that the action of the shell on the small magnet C is equal to that of another small magnet whose moment is Mf=7ra2^l5^/5 placed end on at the centre of the shell. A similar theorem for electric currents is given by M. Gaugain in the Comptes Rendus, 1853.
We may obtain this result by expanding the expression for the potential found in Ex. 2 in powers of p, then twice the sum of the odd powers after multiplication. by the strength of the small magnet is the energy required.
Ex. 4. If the law of force be the inverse /cth power of the distance, prove that the mutual potential energy W of two thin lamellar shells of elementary areas is
(,c~2)OH-l)
"
where E is the distance between two points one in each area. It appears that we cannot extend the theorem to shells of finite area unless the law of force be either. the inverse square or the direct distance.
Electrical Attractions.
363.    Introductory statement*.    When certain bodies are electrified  one  evidence  of  the  presence  of   electricity  is  the
* Many theorems in Attractions are important because they are used in the theory of Electricity and would seem almost purposeless without some notice of these applications. To enable these to be properly understood it is necessary to give a brief introductory account of the principles to be afterwards assumed. In this statement only so much of these principles is given as is required in what follows. For example, the experimental proofs of the laws of electricity are not described. These may be found fully discussed in Everett's edition of Deschanel's Natural Philosophy, 1901, in J. J. Thomson's Treatise on Electricity, and in that of Maxwell.
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